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I. INTRODUCTION 
A development of the linearized field equations and the accompanying 
boundary conditions for an elastic material whose strain energy function 
depends not only on the strains, but on their first and second gradients as 
well, was given by Mindlin [l]. Such a material is referred to as a material of 
grade three. Study of higher grade materials is of definite theoretical interest 
inasmuch as theories dealing with them represent a natural extension to the 
classical elasticity theory. The chief attribute of the higher order theories, 
from an applied point of view, is that certain boundary layer and size effects, 
not predicted by classical theory, are indicated if the extended theories are 
used. (A few examples are found in [l]-[7].) 
With the idea of supplementing the previously obtained results, it is the 
purpose of this work to present a general solution to the mentioned field 
equations, to establish its completeness, and to examine certain problems 
which arise in connection with its construction. The solution is in terms of 
potentials, and is similar in structure to the Papkovich representation of 
classical elasticity [8]. 
Representations of this type consist of a combination of certain derivatives 
of a vector and a scalar field, formed in such a way that the differential 
equations governing the potentials are simpler than the original field equa- 
tions. This simplification isthen compensated for by the appearance of higher 
order derivatives in the boundary conditions. In addition, the boundary data 
specified in the original problem is insufficient o uniquely determine the 
generating functions. For example, in the classical theory, two harmonic 
fields are required, one scalar and one vector. The elasticity problem bound- 
ary data is only sufficient o completely determine one vector field satisfying 
a second order differential equation, namely the displacement vector. There- 
fore, considerable effort has been directed toward reducing the number of 
required scalar functions from four to three [S]. It appears that such a 
reduction can only be valid for regions whose geometry is properly restricted. 
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Also in some instances, the material constants must be confined to certain 
values. In the most recent work on the resolution of this non-uniqueness, 
Stippes [9] has placed an additional boundary restriction on the potentials 
and proved that the functions, thus restricted, are unique. The main feature 
of this method of attack is that it is free of any geometry or material constant 
restrictions ther than would be required in the original elasticity problem. 
The potentials defined herein are redundant to essentially thesame degree 
as those in the classical case; that is, there is one more scalar function then 
there is enough boundary data to uniquely determine, However, since all 
differential equations are of the sixth order, compared to second order in the 
conventional case, three additional scalar boundary conditions are required. 
Several combinations are possible and are presented, along with uniqueness 
proofs which result from their use. 
II. COMPLETENESS OF THE REPRESENTATION 
The field equations established by Mindlin [I], for a material of grade three, 
are 
b%VV*u-a%V XV xu+F=O (2.1) 
where a and b are the classical propagation speeds for shear and dilatation 
waves, u is the displacement vector, and F the body force per unit mass. X
and X are differential operators defined by: 
x = 1 - (li” + 1,s) v2 + 1,21,w, 
x = 1 - (Zs” + Z42) va + 1,21,sv4, 
in which the li are material constants possessing the physical dimension of 
length. The equations are of the sixth order and a unique solution can be 
guaranteed if the equivalent of three vector functions are specified on the 
boundary of the region provided, of course, that the strain energy function 
is positive definite. The choices of boundary conditions which may be 
specified are given in [l]. 
A general solution similar in structure to the Papkovich representation of 
classical elasticity for this set of equations is: 
u = + - [(Z2z + 142) - 1,2142V2] VV * + - 0lV[1$ + r * X+1, (2.2) 
where 
and r is the position vector. If 4 and + satisfy the following equations: 
a2XV2+ = X(r k F) - + (- (II2 + Z22) + Z,sZ,W] V . F, 
aaXVa+ = - F, (2.3) 
then it is readily verified that u, given by Equation (2.2), satisfies the field 
equations. The question now arises, can all displacement fields be given in 
this manner ? In other words, is the representation complete ? To find an 
affirmative answer, recall that a set of potentials similar to the Somigliana- 
Galerkin vector potentials can be used to generate a complete representation, 
in finite regular regions of space, for the equations being studied here [lo]. 
Specifically, it is: 
1 u=,xvv.g-;JLvxGxg, 
with g required to satisfy: 
XXV*g = - F. (2.5) 
Now define the vector 4 through: 
a2+ = XV2g, 
and the scalar field $ by: 
a”+ = ; [- (la2 + 142) + Z22Z,2V2] v . Jcv2g - r * XXV2g 
1 
-; +-xl,.,. ( 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
It may then be established, using Equations (2.4) and (2.5) that + and + 
thus defined meet the requirements of the pair of Equations (2.3). The 
The completeness of the combination given to express u is, therefore, demon- 
strated. 
III. UNIQUENESS OF 4 AND + 
The Papkovich representation i classical elasticity has been the subject 
of considerable study attempting to eliminate non-uniqueness which arises 
because the construction fan harmonic vector and an harmonic scalar is 
required while the boundary data available isonly sufficient for determination 
of one second order vector field. The efforts have been in two major direc- 
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tions: 1) the elimination of the scalar function or one component of the 
vector [8], or 2) placing sufficient boundary restrictions on the generating 
functions to insure uniqueness of the entire complement of functions [9]. The 
task of supplying additional boundary conditions is the one which is under- 
taken here. Incidental to the work involved in attaining this, it is shown that 
for the potentials being treated, the scalar 4 cannot, in general, be set equal 
to zero. In what follows, only solutions to the homogeneous field equations 
are treated. 
Consider first the representation of a null displacement field: 
0 = 9 - [(Z22 + Zd2) - 1a21,2V2] VV * + - aV[+ + r * X+], 
xv2q3 = 0, 3eV2qJ = 0. 
Calculation of the curl of this expression yields: 
vx+=o. 
It is sufficient to write: 
qJ = vx. 
Furthermore: 
xv2 X = c 1' 
The divergence operation gives, utilizing Equation (3.2): 
.3W2x - 0lr * XV2Vx - 2&V2x - aVa$ = 0, 
or 
cmfjs = (1 - 2ar) xv2,y = (1 - 2LX) Cl , 
but + must also satisfy the second of (3.1) and so: 





Therefore, for a zero displacement field, the scalar field 4 is harmonic and the 
auxiliary function x satisfies: 
xv2 =o x * (3.6) 
Since the elimination of the scalar 4 would require construction of a vector 
+1 such that: 
c+b = +r - [(ls2 + la2) - Zs2ZJ2V2] VV * +r - orV(r * X+,,). (3.7) 
It follows from the preceding calculation that 4 would have to be harmonic. 
This is, in general, not true and therefore + cannot be dropped. 
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Replacing + in the first of Equation (3.1) by the gradient of x, the following 
relationship between 4 and x is obtained: 
V[CX+ + olr * XVx - Xx] = 0. (34 
The bracketed quantity must be constant; in particular the constant may be 
taken equal to zero and there results: 
(3.9) 
The expressions for (b and + given by Equations (3.2) and (3.9) give an 
indication of the freedom available in the determination of the two fields 
corresponding to a given displacement. If two functions, say $* and +* 
are found which generate a certain displacement vector u, then addition of 
the scalar + to +* and addition of + to +* will leave the resulting displacement 
field unchanged. This fact can be exploited to obtain boundary conditions for 
the scalar and vector fields which will render them unique. 
If the aforementioned addition is performed, the potentials for a given 
dispiacement become: 
+=$*-r*XVX+$3eX, 
9 = +* + vx. (3.10) 
From these two expressions, it is apparent that if x is known, the arbitrary 
portion of each function will be eliminated. Therefore, specification of 
boundary values on x is now in order. 
By repeated application of the divergence theorem, the following identity 
is found: 
where I’ is a regular region of space, S its boundary, and E1(u, w) is a function 
symmetric in u and n which is positive definite, provided the li are all real 
constants. The reality of these terms is assumed in all that follows. In that case, 
a unique solution can be obtained for a function governed by the differential 
equation: 
33% = 0, 
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by prescribing one from each of the pairs of functions appearing in the surface 
integrals in Equation (3.11). In addition, if the normal derivative d(Xeo)/dn 
is specified, it is subject to the condition: 
s do do = 0. s dn 
In the examination of the conditions to be imposed on x, two major types of 





z or @ - 1) x9 
specified on the boundary, and 
Type 2: 
4Xx) f& 
dn ) dn Or (x-1l)xy 
and 
and 
V2x or 2 (V2x) 
Vax or g Px) 
specified on the boundary. 
An expression for x can be obtained from the two Equation (3.10): 
or($+r~X$)+hV~+=Lu(+*+r~X+*)+hV~+*+x (3.13) 
where: 
h = - (1,s + Z42) + 1,21*2v2, 
has been introduced for convenience. Remembering that +* and +* are 
presumed known, a boundary value for x is obtained if the left side of (3.13) 
is set equal to zero on the boundary: 
a(+ + 7 - X2+) - hV . + = 0 on S. (3.14) 
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in which n is the unit outward normal on S. Consequently, boundary values 
for the various derivatives of x are found by restricting the left side to zero 
or constant values on the boundary of the region. Therefore, the solution for 
x will be unique if Equation (3.14) holds on S in addition to one of each of the 
following two pairs of boundary conditions: 
hV*+=O; or n*+=O on S, (3.16) 
V * + =O; or ++=o on S. 
To examine the uniqueness of 4 and + when subject to the conditions just 
stated, refer first o Equation (2.2). It is assumed that u is uniquely determined 
by the given boundary data of the problem. Then if two different functions 
for + and two for (t are assumed to represent this displacement, a difference 
can be formed in the usual way, i.e.: 
# =A -+27 + = 91 - $2 1 
such that 4 and + satisfy Equation (3.1) for a vanishing displacement. It 
then remains to show that if the two difference fields satisfy (3.1) as well as 
the boundary conditions specified by Equations (3.14), (3.16) and (3.17) 
they must vanish throughout the region. 
As a preliminary to proving the uniqueness, define the function: 
Sz = h(V * +) - a($ + r . X+), (3.18) 
and note that, according to Equation (2.2) 
u=q3+vn. (3.19) 
When u vanishes, calcuIation of the divergence of (3.19) gives: 
X(0 - +,) = 0, (3.20) 
since + is harmonic. Therefore, 52 must obey: 
xv252 = 0. (3.21) 
Appropriate operation on Equation (3.19) also furnishes the following 
relationship when u = 0: 





It is now clear that Equations (3.14), (3.16) and (3.17) prescribe the possible 
alternatives in boundary data for a Type 1 problem for J2. That is, Equation 
(3.14) yields: 
Q = 0 on S, (3.23) 
while (3.16) gives: 
(X-l)Q=O; or $=O on S, 
and (3.17) becomes: 
V% = 0; or -j-(VW) = 0 on S. 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
Based on the identity of Equation (3.11), these boundary conditions are 
sufficient to guarantee that 52 = 0 throughout the region. In the case being 
considered u does indeed vanish, and by Equations (3.18) and (3.19): 
9 =o, cj = 0. (3.26) 
These results can now be presented in a formal statement: 
THEOREM 1. If the boundary conditions on u are sujicient to provide its 
unique determination and if the functions 4 and + are constrained to satisfy 
Equations (3.14) (3.16) and (3.17) on the boundary of a regular region of space, 
then the two functions 4 and + which represent u according to Equation (2.2) 
are unique. 
The Type 2 problem for x is different inthat it requires specification of the 
normal derivative of XX on the boundary rather than x itself. Equation (3.10) 
can be used to express the desired quantity: 
n*XqJ =n.x+*+ffp (3.27) 
Due to the consistency requirement of Equation (3.12), the left side of the 
last equation cannot be set to zero on the bounding surface, but can be made 
constant and such that: 
n - 33.) = const. = -l- 1‘ A, s 
n.X+*da=C, 
where A, is the area of the bounding surface. Equation (2.2) can be used to 
show that 
I 1 n.X+*du=---- S i &* - - l-22ar s n*udu+ ld20r s s dn da. 
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Furthermore, the first of (3.10) yields: 
s .% da = j & s dn - do. s dn 
Combination of the preceding ives the result: 
In the special case, u = 0; 
n-X+=0 on S, (3.29) 
and this result, inturn, gives: 
dw-3 - =0 on S. 
dn 
(3.30) 
With Equation (3.30) d an one condition from each of (3.24) and (3.25)~ 
the function Q can, at most, be constant. It follows at once that (I, must 
vanish and that 4 is constant. Since + represents a difference, this constant 
can be made to vanish if, for any particular p oblem, the value of 4 is specified 
at one point in the region. The results dealing with the Type 2 problem can 
be summarized in: 
THEOREM 2. If the boundary conditions on u are su#kient to provide its 
unique determination, if 4 and + are required to satisfy the boundary conditions 
of Equations (3.16), (3.17) and (3.28) in a regular region, and furthermore if the 
value of 4 is speci$ed at one point in the region, then 4 and + representing u by 
Equation (2.2) are unique. 
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